Checking Compatibility
Many parts for the bodywork,
structure and interior of the
MiTo is the same for all engines
and specifications, with variants
based on certain models and
whether they are left or righthand drive, manual or automatic
etc.
Whilst some catalogues (e.g.
steering wheels, seats) will vary
greatly based on the individual
model specification, the majority of other parts are differentiated by the technical specification
(engine, gearbox etc).
The catalogue on the right
highlights the compatibility and
legends with red circles. In this
example (starter motor) the
Legends at the bottom list codes
such as S/S for Stop/Start, 1.4
for the petrol 1370cc, 1.6D for
the 1598cc diesel along with
codes PETROL and DIESEL for
petrol and diesel.
In the Catalogue section at
the top it determines overall
compatibility of (in this case) the
starter motor for 1.4 petrol and
the 1.6 diesel by referencing
“1.4+PETROL,
1.6D+DIESEL”.
Other codes such as 875CC,
1.3D are also common for
TwinAir/1.3 models.
But the Parts List section then
defines more specific compatibility (e.g. “1.4+S/S” for 1.4 petrol cars with stop/start, or
“1.4+!S/S” for 1.4 petrol cars
without stop/start).
An exclamation mark before
a code always mean NOT.
In the image at the bottom of
this page, you will see an example of a Parts List and a Legend
which differentiate between
engines.
Throughout the catalogues,
you will find parts which look
broadly the same but may be
different between, say, a 1.4
78hp and a 1.4 170hp MiTo. But
the Legend will always define
the compatible codes for each
variant.
Once you become familiar
with the catalogues, you will
start to know the codes for your

Catalogue
Part compatibility (circled in red) is
determined at the top (for the Variant
group) and in the Parts List below for
specific models using Legend codes which
are always listed at the bottom.
For example, in the top Catalogue section:

Diagram
Right-hand drive cars have code RHD
Left-hand drive cars have code LHD
2016-on facelift cars have code MY16

1.4 + PETROL = 1370cc AND Petrol
1.6D + DIESEL = 1598cc AND Diesel

TCT versions have gearbox code TCT

In the Parts List below:
1.4+S/S = 1370cc AND Stop/Start
1.4+!S/S = 1370cc and NOT Stop/Start
An exclamation mark before a Legend
code ALWAYS means NOT.

Parts List

Legend

specific MiTo (e.g. if you have a
170hp Cloverleaf, you will always
look for compatibility with 1.4,
170HP etc).
Important Differences
Some parts are differentiated
between left and right-hand drive
vehicles. Where the parts differ,
the catalogues use the codes LHD
and RHD. UK owners should always look for RHD.
Some technical parts may
differentiate between gearboxes
and use codes such as PCC510,
PCC635 and others to show compatibility for the C510 gearbox,
the C635 gearbox etc. TCT versions are always identified with
the code TCT.
Facelift 2016-on MiTos are
largely the same parts as prefacelift MiTos, but exceptions (e.g.
bumpers, interior) are identified
with the code MY16.
Particularly complex are interi-
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or trim parts, upholstery or parts
which vary based on the model of
MiTo (e.g. Distinctive, Progression, QV etc). There are dozens of
codes (e.g. LL0, LL1) which distinguish trim levels, but also lots of
codes (e.g. 6Q2, 6Q3) which
differentiate items like different
radio/UConnect systems. Some
compatibility lists many codes and
many exceptions (using the excalamation mark to exclude certain variants) and can be very
complex.
If you are unsure, contact your
Alfa Romeo dealer or if you are a

member of the Alfa Romeo Owners Club then your MiTo Registrar
can access the EPER system with
your registration or VIN to identify specific parts with compatibility for your individual MiTo.
Protection
All parts catalogues are securely protected, watermarked,
tracked and are traceable. They
are system generated from a
database owned by the Alfa Romeo Owners Club.
Please do not copy or share,
simply use the system.
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